Abstract—Optimization sequences are often employed in compilers to improve the performance of programs, but may trigger critical compiler bugs, e.g., compiler crashes. Although many methods have been developed to automatically test compilers, no systematic work has been conducted to detect compiler bugs when applying arbitrary optimization sequences. To resolve this problem, two main challenges need to be addressed, namely the acquisition of representative optimization sequences and the selection of representative testing programs, due to the enormous number of optimization sequences and testing programs. In this study, we propose CTOS, a novel compiler testing method based on differential testing, for detecting compiler bugs caused by optimization sequences of LLVM. CTOS firstly leverages the technique Doc2Vec to transform optimization sequences into vectors to capture the information of optimizations and their orders simultaneously. Secondly, a method based on the region graph and call relationships is developed in CTOS to construct the vector representations of the testing program, such that the semantics and the structure information of programs can be captured simultaneously. Then, with the vector representations of optimization sequences and testing programs, a “centroid” based selection scheme is proposed to address the above two challenges. Finally, CTOS takes in the representative optimization sequences and testing programs as inputs, and tests each testing program with all the representative optimization sequences. If there is an output that is different from the majority of others of a given testing program, then the corresponding optimization sequence is deemed to trigger a compiler bug. Our evaluation demonstrates that CTOS significantly outperforms the baselines by up to 24.76% ~ 50.57% in terms of the bug-finding capability on average. Within seven month evaluations on LLVM, we have reported 104 valid bugs within 5 types, of which 21 have been confirmed or fixed. Most of those bugs are crash bugs (57) and wrong code bugs (24). 47 unique optimizations are identified to be faulty and 15 of them are loop related optimizations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

As an important infrastructure for software development, compilers (e.g., GCC, LLVM) usually provide many optimizations to improve the performance of programs, e.g., running time, code size, and throughput. With these optimizations, many studies [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6] have been conducted on the compiler phase-ordering problem [7], [8], namely how to select good optimization sequences (i.e., a set of compiler optimizations in a certain order) to achieve satisfactory performance for programs. However, potential compiler bugs may be triggered when optimizing programs with some optimization sequences, which may lead to unintended application behavior and disasters, especially for safety-critical domains [9]. In the literature, Purini et al. [4] state that “there are optimization sequences which crash the compiler”. Fursin et al. [1] and Ansel et al. [2] have also reported some bugs that lead compilers to crash or produce incorrect program execution when applying some optimization sequences. We present two examples as well in Section 2.1 that illustrate both a crash bug and a wrong code bug of LLVM caused by certain optimization sequences.

Although some methods [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18] have been proposed to automatically test compilers in recent years, no systematic investigation has been conducted on compiler bugs caused by optimization sequences. To date, these existing methods to test compilers can be roughly divided into three types, namely, Randomized Differential Testing (RDT) [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], Different Optimization Levels (DOL, a variant of RDT), and Equivalence Modulo Inputs (EMI) [9], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20]. Given a program, RDT detects compiler bugs by comparing the outputs of distinct compilers implemented based on the same specification. In contrast, DOL and EMI only require one compiler. DOL determines whether a compiler contains bugs by comparing the outputs of a program optimized by predefined compiler optimization sequences (e.g., sequences represented by compiler flags O1, O2 and O3), while EMI compares the outputs of some equivalent variants of a seed program [19]. However, these existing methods only focus on detecting bugs related to predefined optimization sequences in certain orders, rather than arbitrary optimization sequences.

In this paper, we investigate how to detect compiler bugs caused by optimization sequences for LLVM [21]. LLVM is a mature and widely used compiler infrastructure. Hundreds of analysis and transformation optimizations have been implemented in LLVM [22]. Moreover, many compilers (e.g., Clang [23], Rust [24], Swift [25], and WebAssembly [26]) of different programming languages and tools (e.g.,
Klee [27], Phasar [28]) have been implemented based on LLVM. In contrast to DOL and EMI, two challenges need to be addressed. On the one hand, the number of potential optimization sequences is extremely huge, such that it is intractable to test each optimization sequence. For example, more than 150 optimizations exist in LLVM, and there are 150 optimization sequences\(^1\) to be tested, when the sequence length is set to be 30. Additionally, similar optimization sequences may trigger duplicate bugs for a given testing program. Hence, we need to address the challenge of the acquisition of representative optimization sequences, namely, how to acquire a set of representative optimization sequences to accelerate the testing of LLVM. On the other hand, there is an almost infinite number of testing programs which may incur compiler bugs, and it is impossible to test them all. Moreover, distinct testing programs may incur duplicate compiler bugs. Thus, we need to address the second challenge, namely the selection of representative testing programs.

In this paper, we propose a novel compiler testing method based on differential testing, called Compiler Testing for Optimization Sequences (CTOS), for detecting bugs caused by optimization sequences for LLVM. CTOS first leverages the representation technique Doc2Vec [29] in natural language processing to transform optimization sequences into vectors on the basis of its optimizations and their orders. Then, a method based on the region graph and call relationships of programs is presented to construct the vector representations of testing programs. Next, with the vector representations of optimization sequences and testing programs, we present a centroid based selection scheme to select representative optimization sequences and testing programs, thus addressing the above two challenges. Finally, CTOS utilizes differential testing to validate all representative optimization sequences and testing programs. Specifically, CTOS takes in representative optimization sequences and testing programs as inputs and tests each testing program with all the representative optimization sequences. If there is an output that is different from the majority of others of a given testing program, then the corresponding optimization sequence is deemed to trigger a compiler bug.

To evaluate the effectiveness of CTOS, we conduct a comparative experiment that compares CTOS with 14 baselines. Our evaluation demonstrates that CTOS significantly outperforms the baselines by detecting 24.76% ~ 50.57% more bugs on average. In addition, we conduct an experiment for seven months to show the bug-finding capability of CTOS in practice. After running CTOS on LLVM for seven months, we have reported 104 valid bugs within 5 types (see Section 4), of which 21 have been confirmed or fixed. Most of those bugs are crash bugs (57) and wrong code bugs (24). 47 unique optimizations have been identified to be faulty and 15 of them are loop related optimizations.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:

1) In this paper, we first investigate how to detect compiler bugs caused by optimization sequences. As to the best of our knowledge, this is the first systematic work for this problem.

2) We present a novel method CTOS to find compiler bugs by optimization sequences. In CTOS, efficient vector representation methods and a selection scheme are designed to address two challenges, namely the acquisition of representative optimization sequences and the selection of representative testing programs.

3) Extensive testing efforts have been conducted on LLVM. We have reported 104 valid bugs within 5 types, of which 21 have been confirmed or fixed. These bugs cover 47 unique optimizations, where 15 of them are loop related optimizations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows the background of our study. Section 3 presents the testing process and the proposed methods. Next, we describe the evaluation results in Section 4. Section 5 presents some discussions about this paper. The threats to validity and related work are described in Sections 6-7. Section 8 concludes our study.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Illustrative Examples

In this subsection, we present two concrete examples to illustrate the compiler bugs in LLVM caused by optimization sequences. Note that these examples in this section only aim to show the phenomenon of the compiler bugs introduced by optimization sequences.

Fig. 1(a) shows a program that triggers a crash bug by the `loop-vectorizer\(^2\)` optimization when the program is optimized by the optimization sequence “`functionattrs -loop-rotate -licm -sroa -loop-vectorize`.” An assertion fails when `loop-vectorizer` works on the Intermediate Representation (IR) file optimized by “`functionattrs -loop-rotate -licm -sroa`.” This bug occurs because the loop invariant operands are scalarized, but they are used outside the loop and should be ignored when computing the scalarization overhead\(^3\). However, when we delete any optimization from `{functionattrs, loop-rotate, licm, sroa}`, or change the order, or only use `loop-vectorizer` to optimize the program, this bug disappears.

\(^1\) It is valid for an optimization to appear multiple times in an optimization sequence.

\(^2\) https://llvm.org/doxygen/LoopVectorizer_8cpp_source.html.

\(^3\) https://reviews.llvm.org/D59995.
addition, there does not exist any bug when the program is optimized by the default standard optimization levels, e.g., O1, O2, and O3 provided by LLVM.

The second program in Fig. 1(b) incurs a wrong code bug of LLVM when applying the optimization sequence "-gln -licm -loop-rotate -loop-vectorize". Variable a is a global variable and is initialized to 0. If the program executes correctly, the output should be 9. However, after optimization, the output is 15, which is caused by incorrectly optimizing the calculation of variable a on line 5 with loop-vectorizer. Similar to the first example, this bug cannot be reproduced when we remove any optimization in the optimization sequence, or change the order of them, or use the default standard optimization levels.

From the above two examples, it is evident that optimization sequences may heavily affect the behavior of LLVM and potential bugs of LLVM may be exposed by employing certain optimization sequences to optimize programs. This is important for ensuring the correctness of the behavior of a program when developers tune the compiler optimizations for specific programs to achieve better performance (e.g., size or speed), especially for safety-critical programs.

Compiler testing, currently, is the dominant technique for detecting compiler bugs due to its simplicity and easy application. However, there does not exist any work that focuses on finding compiler bugs caused by optimization sequences. Therefore, this motivates us to detect bugs of LLVM by testing it with arbitrary optimization sequences. To achieve this goal, we need to address two challenges, namely the acquisition of representative optimization sequences and the selection of representative testing programs, due to the enormous number of optimization sequences and testing programs.

\section{2.2 Doc2Vec}

Doc2Vec is a fundamental component to represent the optimization sequences and testing programs in our study. It was originally designed to transform documents (sentences or paragraphs) into low-dimensional vectors \[29\]. Doc2Vec is an extension to Word2Vec \[30\] to extend the learning of embeddings from words to word sequences. Similar to Word2Vec that has two models, i.e., Continuous Bag-Of-Words model (CBOW) and continuous Skip-gram model (Skip-gram), there are also two approaches within Doc2Vec, namely, Distributed Bag-Of-Words version of Paragraph Vector (DBOW) and Distributed Memory model of Paragraph Vectors (DMPV) \[29\]. DBOW and DMPV work in a similar way as Skip-gram and CBOW, respectively. We take the DMPV model as an example to explain Doc2Vec as it is the default model in the tool that we use to implement our methods.

Fig. 2 shows the framework of DMPV, which is similar to the framework of CBOW. In Fig. 2, the top half of the figure is the framework of CBOW. The only change for the DMPV model is the additional document token \[29\]. DMPV consists of an input layer, an output layer, and a hidden layer. The hidden layer \(h\) is a \(1 \times V\) vector to represent words in a low dimensional space. Each column in the matrix \(W'_{V \times V} \) is a unique vector representation of a word; and the matrix \(W'_{V \times V} \) is the parameter matrix of \(h\); each column in the matrix \(D'_{T \times V}\) is the unique vector representation of a document. \(V\) is pre-defined by users. \(T\) is the documents and \(Voc\) is the vocabulary of the training set.

Initially, the matrix \(W'_{V \times V}\), \(W'_{V \times V} \) and \(D'_{T \times V}\) are randomly initialized. Each word \(w_x\) in \(Voc\) is represented as a one-hot vector with the size of \(|Voc|\), which is a zero vector with the exception of a single 1 to uniquely identify the word. The document \(d_i\) in \(T\) is represented in a similar way to the word.

Given a document \(d_i\) and its word sequences, DMPV tries to predict the center word with its surrounding context in a fixed window size \(k\) by using the vector representation of a document as the context information \[29\]. Specifically, DMPV takes in the vectors of the surrounding words \(w^k_x = \{w_{x-k}, \ldots, w_{x-1}, w_{x+1}, \ldots, w_{x+k}\}\) in a \(2k\) sized window and the vector of the corresponding document \(d_i\) as inputs. Then the vector of the center word \(w_x\) is the expected output. For example, if we want to obtain the vector of word ‘sat’ and \(k = 2\), the surrounding words are ‘the’, ‘cat’, ‘on’, and ‘the’. Based on \(W'_{V \times V}\) and \(D'_{T \times V}\), the inputs are propagated to the hidden layer

\[h = \frac{1}{2k+1}(\text{sum}(w^k_x) \cdot W'_{V \times V} + d_i \cdot D'_{T \times V}).\]

Then, the prediction of \(w_x\) is typically done via softmax function:

\[w_x = \text{Softmax}(h \cdot W'_{V \times V} \).

Finally, the objective of the DMPV is to maximize the average log probability

\[
\frac{1}{|Voc|} \sum_{x=1}^{|Voc|} \log p(w_x | w^k_x).
\]

After training, the column vectors in \(W'_{V \times V}\) and \(D'_{T \times V}\) are the final vector representation of the words and documents, respectively.

Unlike Word2Vec that only learns the vector representations of words, Doc2Vec takes word order into consideration and can learn the vector representations of word sequences. Thus, we adopt Doc2Vec to represent the optimization sequences and the instruction sequences in our study.

In the next section, we present CTOS, a method based on differential testing \[31\] for catching compiler bugs caused by optimization sequences of LLVM. Based on Doc2Vec, we present efficient methods to resolve the challenges of the
acquisition of representative optimization sequences and the selection of representative testing programs.

3 APPROACH

In this section, we first introduce the framework of CTOS. Then, we present algorithms to address two challenges, namely the acquisition of representative optimization sequences and the selection of representative testing programs.

3.1 Overview of CTOS

Fig. 3 shows the framework of CTOS. Generally, CTOS is based on differential testing [31]. However, unlike other studies (e.g., [10], [11], [13], [14]) that compare the outputs of testing programs compiled by different compilers or optimized by the different default optimization levels, CTOS determines whether there are compiler bugs by comparing the outputs of testing programs optimized by distinct optimization sequences. In Fig. 3, the front-end and the back-end indicate the compiler front-end and the compiler back-end that are used to transform the source code of a testing program into its LLVM IR and generate executables, respectively. We adopt Clang [23] as the front-end, a widely used language front-end and compiler driver based on LLVM for C language family (e.g., C and C++), since C programs are used as the testing programs in our study. As the front-end, Clang takes in the source code and outputs the corresponding IR of a program. For the back-end, many tools are utilized to generate the final executables from IRs, such as assembler and linker. For simplicity, we also use Clang as a driver to schedule and execute the tools (e.g., linker) of back-end, and it can take in LLVM IRs to generate executables. The optimizer Opt of LLVM is in charge of scheduling and executing optimizations.

CTOS is composed of 5 steps. (1) The first step is to select representative optimization sequences and testing programs. (2) Then, the front-end of a compiler is used to emit the IR file of a given testing program without optimizations. (3) The third step is to optimize the IR produced in the previous step using the optimizer Opt of LLVM with the selected optimization sequences. For the IR of a testing program, if there are n selected optimization sequences, n optimized IRs (i.e., IR_{opt1}, IR_{opt2}, \ldots, IR_{optn}) will be produced by the optimizer Opt. (4) In the fourth step, the n optimized IRs are loaded by the back-end of a compiler to generate n executables (i.e., exe1, exe2, \ldots, exen). (5) The final step is to obtain the outputs (i.e., O1, O2, \ldots, On) of n executables and compare them to determine whether there are bugs. The outputs may be different, but the majority of them should be identical. Thus, if there is an output O_i that is different from the majority of \{O_1, O_2, \ldots, O_n\}, 1 \leq i \leq n, then the ith optimization sequence is deemed to trigger a compiler bug for the given testing program.

From Fig. 3, the first step clearly is the foundation of CTOS. Generally, we can randomly generate optimization sequences and testing programs. However, this random strategy may not be efficient due to the huge space of optimization sequences and testing programs. Meanwhile, many duplicate bugs may be triggered by similar optimization sequences and testing programs. Thus, we need to select representative optimization sequences and testing programs.

In Section 3.2 and 3.3, we first introduce the vector representations of optimization sequences and testing programs, respectively. Some optimizations in a certain order constitute an optimization sequence. Thus, if optimization sequences have similar optimizations in a similar order, they may trigger duplicate compiler bugs. In addition, the semantics and structure information of a testing program is the key to distinguish different testing programs. Thus, if testing programs have similar semantics and structure information, they may also incur duplicate compiler bugs. Therefore, a Doc2Vec based method is introduced to transform an optimization sequence into a vector, which captures optimizations and their orders of the corresponding optimization sequence simultaneously; a method based on the region graph and call relationships of a program is proposed to represent testing programs as vectors, such that the semantics and structure information of a program can be captured by vectors. With the vector representations of optimization sequences and testing programs, we assume that similar optimization sequences and testing programs are close to each other in their corresponding vector spaces, respectively. Hence, we present a centroid based selection scheme to select representative optimization sequences and testing programs in Section 3.4, such that the distances among the selected representative optimization sequences and testing programs are maximized, respectively.

3.2 Representation of Optimization Sequences

An optimization sequence is constituted of some optimizations in a certain order. Thus, the representation of an optimization sequence should reflect the specific optimizations and their orders contained in the sequence. Intuitively, an optimization sequence is similar to a sentence in natural language, which consists of some words in a certain order. Hence, in this study, we treat optimization sequences as sentences, such that efficient representation methods of sentences can be adopted to transform optimization sequences
into vectors. However, many state-of-the-art representation methods of sentences, such as the bag-of-words [32], cannot reflect the word order. They fail to distinguish different sentences with the same words. For capturing optimizations and their orders of an optimization sequence simultaneously, we employ Doc2Vec [29], a popular and widely used sentence vector representation technique to represent optimization sequences as vectors. Doc2Vec is an unsupervised method for learning continuous distributed vector representations of sentences or documents. Doc2Vec takes word orders into consideration such that the sequences with different orders of the same words have different vector representations. In addition, Doc2Vec can be applied to variable-length word sequences, so variable-length optimization sequences can be easily transformed into vector representations.

In this study, Doc2Vec is applied in a relatively straightforward way. That is, optimizations and optimization sequences are viewed as words and sentences, respectively. We leverage the DMPV model (see Section 2.2) of Doc2Vec as the representation method of optimization sequences. Then we input optimizations and optimization sequences into the DMPV model of Doc2Vec to obtain the vector representations of optimization sequences. For example, if we only take five optimizations in LLVM into consideration, i.e., \{-functionattrs, -gvn, -loop-rotate, -loop-vectorize, -sroa\}, and set the max length of optimization sequences to 5, we can obtain \(5^1 + 5^2 + 5^3 + 5^4 + 5^5 = 3905\) optimization sequences. Take the following three optimization sequences as an example: (a) "-functionattrs -loop-rotate -sroa -gvn -loop-vectorize"; (b) "-functionattrs -sroa -loop-vectorize -loop-rotate -gvn"; (c) "-loop-rotate -sroa -gvn -loop-vectorize". If we can only test two sequences among them due to the limitation of resources (e.g., time), testing sequences (a) and (b) may uncover more bugs, since sequence (c) is a subsequence of sequence (a) only without the optimization "-functionattrs". However, in this case, the order of optimizations is hard to be captured by some bag-of-words methods. For instance, we can calculate the similarity between optimization sequences utilizing the Jaccard similarity coefficient\(^4\), which is defined as the size of the intersection divided by the size of the union of two sample sets \(A\) and \(B\), i.e., \(J(A, B) = |A \cap B|/|A \cup B|\). For the sequences (a) and (b), they have the same optimizations, i.e., \(J(a, b) = 1\); while \(J(a, c) = 4/5\) for the sequences (a) and (c). It indicates that sequences (a) and (b) are identical, and sequences (a) and (c) should be tested. This contrasts with the observation, since the order of optimizations in the sequence (a) is completely different from that in the sequence (b). By using Doc2Vec, we can resolve the difficulty, which captures optimizations and their orders of optimization sequences simultaneously.

3.3 Representation of Testing Programs

Testing programs are another critical factor to trigger compiler bugs caused by optimization sequences. Different testing programs may trigger different bugs. Thus, we need to select representative testing programs to improve the test efficiency for finding more distinct bugs. Our study focuses on finding compiler bugs caused by optimization sequences of LLVM, which makes us decide to construct vector representations of testing programs using LLVM IR. LLVM IR is a light-weight and low-level while expressive, typed, and extensible representation of programs [21]. In this subsection, we present a vector representation method based on the region graph and call relationships generated from the unoptimized IR to transform a testing program into a vector. With this approach, we can capture the semantics and structure information of programs, which are useful for selecting representative testing programs. We divide the vector representation of a testing program into two parts, namely, the representation of a function and the representation of the whole program. Firstly, we transform the instruction sequences of each edge in the region graph of a function into vectors using the Doc2Vec technique; then a deep region-first algorithm is employed to aggregate vectors of each edge under two constraints to construct the vector representation of a function. Secondly, after obtaining the vector representations of all functions, we aggregate them according to their call relationships to form the vector representation of the whole program.

3.3.1 Representation of a function

A function consists of basic blocks, branches, and loops. Basic blocks contain the basic semantics of a function, while branches and loops control the structure of a function [33]. Thus, we use the region graph [34], [35] of a function to construct its vector representation, since the region graph could simultaneously capture the semantics and structure information of a function [34], [35]. Definition 1 shows the general definition of a region graph.

Definition 1. A region graph is a special control flow graph, in which each node (i.e., basic block) exactly belongs to a region. Specifically, a region is a connected subgraph of the control flow graph that has exactly two connections to the residual graph [34], [35], [36].

In a region graph, each node (i.e., basic block) exactly belongs to a region. Fig. 4 shows an example of the region graph. This graph is derived from a simple bubble sort algorithm using the tool Opt in LLVM. We remove the contents (i.e., statement sequences) of some basic blocks for simplicity. Clearly, there are 10 basic blocks, 12 edges, and 4 regions colored by four colors in Fig. 4. The number next to each edge is its index. In these basic blocks, blocks "%11" and "%15" are entry nodes of the outer loop and the inner loop respectively, and block "%19" is the entry node of a branch. From Fig. 4, the structure information (e.g., the outer loop, the inner loop, and the branch) of the program are clearly captured by each region.

To obtain the semantics of a function, we use the instruction sequences of each basic block [21] to represent the behavior of a function. This is because the proposed representation method of a program is based on LLVM IR and each instruction has precise and fine-grained semantics. In addition, the order of instructions significantly impacts the semantics of a function. For example, we can easily know that the behavior of the basic block "%11" is to load a variable and compare it with 0 through the instructions "load" and "cmp". However, we do not simply translate all the instruction sequences of each basic block to vectors and

---

aggregate them (e.g., sum or average), since this will lose
the structure information of a function. For instance, the
block "%%58" has no influence on the block "%%19". Simply
aggregating these vectors diminishes the importance of the
blocks introduced by the structure of a function. Therefore,
this study, we present a deep region-first algorithm to
aggregate the information on each edge of the region graph.

Specifically, the information of an edge is the concatenation
of the instruction sequences from its start node (i.e.,
basic block) to the end node. The reason for this is that if
the program executes from the start node to the end node
through this edge, the code in these two nodes will be
executed. For instance, the information of the first edge in
Fig. 4 is "alloca alloca alloca alloca alloca store bitcast bitcast
bitcast store br load icmp br". After obtaining the information
of each edge, we also leverage Doc2Vec to transform the
information into vectors. The reason for this is that the
instructions and instruction sequences can also be treated
as words and sentences in natural language, respectively. In
addition, the instruction sequences are also order sensitive
like the optimization sequences.

Then, the deep region-first algorithm is utilized to aggre-
gate the information of each edge to form the final vector
representation of a function. Algorithm 1 presents the de-
tails of the proposed aggregation algorithm. Given a region
graph of a function with vector representations of edges, we
first recognize the entry node (entry_node), the exit node
(exit_node), and the loop entry nodes (loop_entry_nodes)
of the region graph in lines 2 to 4. Then all outgoing edges
of entry_node are marked as visited in line 7, since the
entry_node does not have incoming edges. The work list
(work_list) initialized by entry_node in line 9 is used to
store the candidate nodes. Next, from line 10 to 35, the
vectors of incoming edges of a node are aggregated to its
outgoing edges until work_list is empty.

In the aggregation process, two constraints need to be
satisfied in the proposed aggregation algorithm. The first
constraint (line 11) is called a deep region-first constraint. It
means the node in the innermost region will be first selected
to aggregate the vectors of incoming edges to the outgoing
edges. The reason is that the semantics of the outer region
is based on the inner region. In Fig. 4, after propagating
information to edges 2 and 12, nodes "%14" and "%59" are
two candidate nodes. However, the region of node "%14" is
contained in the region of node "%59", i.e., the previous
region is "deeper" than the later one, thus node "%14"
is selected. When the current node (cur_node) within the
deepest region in work_list is selected, we delete it from
work_list and add it into the list visited_nodes that stores
the visited nodes (line 12 and 13).

Next, the second constraint is employed to aggregate
the vectors of incoming edges and outgoing edges of each
successor node of cur_node in line 15 to 35. The second
constraint indicates that, for a node with predecessors and
successors in a region graph, such as node "%54" in Fig. 4, if
the information on its incoming edges can be propagated to
the outgoing edges, the information before its predecessors
must have been propagated to the incoming edges. This
valid constraint is established by line 19, i.e., all incoming edges of a
node must have been visited. For example, if we want to
propagate the information on the incoming edges 6 and 7
to the outgoing edge 8, the information on edges 5 and 4
must have been propagated to edges 6 and 7, respectively.
In our study, to aggregate the information of incoming edges
and outgoing edges, we average their sum and assign it to the
outgoing edges (line 22 to 25). Then the successor node of
\node{cur_node} is added into \node{work_list} if it does not exist in
\node{work_list} and \node{visited_nodes} (line 25 and 26).

However, for the loop entry node, the second constraint
must be relaxed due to the back edge of a loop. For instance,
edge 9 is a back edge and it is also an incoming edge
of the loop entry node "\%15". We cannot propagate any
information to the outgoing edges of node "\%15", since the
information before node "\%55" has not been propagated to
eight 9 under the second constraint. Thus, we propagate the
information on the incoming edges of the loop entry node separately.
That is, if the information has been propagated to
eight 3, we will propagate it to edges 4 and 10. Similarly,
the information on edge 9 will be propagated to edges 4
and 10. Thus, in line 17, we verify that whether a node belongs
to \node{loop_entry_nodes}. Lines 29 to 35 in Algorithm
1 are the corresponding pseudocode for processing the loop
entry node.

Therefore, starting from the entry node (e.g., "\%2") of a
region graph, when all nodes have been processed, the vector
representation of the edge related to the exit node (e.g.,
"\%59") is treated as the vector representation of a function.
In particular, if there is only one basic block in the region
graph, the vector representation of the instruction sequence
in this basic block is treated as the vector representation of
a function.

3.3.2 Representation of the whole program

Generally, a program may contain many functions with
calling relationships. In our study, we construct the vector
representation of a program based on its call graph.
Algorithm 2 presents the procedure to generate the vector
representation of a program. Given a call graph with the vector
representation of each function of a program, the key
idea of Algorithm 2 is to propagate the vectors of callees to
their callers. This is because the callee should have different
weights due to the call relationships. For example, in Fig.
5, the function "func6" is only called by functions "func1"
and "func2". It has no any direct impact on other functions.
Thus, if we only simply aggregate (e.g., sum or average) all
the vectors of functions, we lose the impact of the weight
of each function. However, one constraint must be satisfied in
the propagation process. That is, all vectors of callees of a
caller must be the final results, i.e., there is not any vector
that needs to be propagated to these callees. Specifically, the
vectors of \node{end_nodes} are their final results that have been
marked in line 9.

In the algorithm, we first remove edges of recursive calls
in line 2, such that the call graph is a directed acyclic graph.
On the one hand, the recursive calls make it impossible for
the algorithm to decide which nodes have the final result.
For example, there is an indirect recursive call between
"func1" and "func4" in Fig. 5. According to the constraint,

\begin{algorithm}
\caption{Vector representation of the whole program.}
\textbf{Input}: \node{CG}: call graph of a program with vector representation
of each function.
1: /*node\_vector: vector representation of a function*/
2: delete edges of recursive calls in \node{CG};
3: \node{start\_nodes} = functions without predecessors in \node{CG};
4: \node{end\_nodes} = functions without successors in \node{CG};
5: /*vector representation of node 'start' is 0*/
6: add a node with name 'start' into \node{CG};
7: add edges from 'start' to node \node{\in start\_nodes};
8: \node{visited\_nodes} = list to store visited nodes;
9: add node \node{\in end\_nodes} into \node{visited\_nodes};
10: /*work list initialized with \node{end\_nodes}*/
11: \node{work\_list} = [\node{end\_nodes}];
12: while \node{work\_list} ≠ \emptyset do
13: cur\_node = pick up a node in \node{work\_list};
14: pre\_nodes = predecessor nodes of \node{cur\_node} in \node{CG};
15: for node \node{\in pre\_nodes} do
16: if node \node{\notin visited\_nodes} then
17: \node{suc\_nodes} = successor nodes of node in \node{CG};
18: if \node{suc\_nodes} ≤ \node{visited\_nodes} then
19: temp\_vec = sum of vectors of suc\_nodes;
20: \node{node\_vector} = node\_vector + temp\_vec;
21: num = number of nodes in suc\_nodes;
22: \node{node\_vector} = node\_vector / (num + 1);
23: add node into \node{visited\_nodes};
24: add node into \node{work\_list};
25: delete cur\_node from \node{work\_list};
26: return vector representation of node 'start';
\end{algorithm}

if we want to aggregate the vector of "func4" to "func1",
the vector representation of "func4" should be the final
results. However, at this moment "func1" is the successor of
"func4", it does not have the final vector representation.
On the other hand, the recursive calls have almost no effect
on improving the representation of functions. For instance,
"func7" recursively calls itself. Its vector representation does
not change after the aggregation.

Then, the start nodes (\node{start\_nodes}) and the end nodes
(\node{end\_nodes}) in the call graph are recognized in lines 3 and
4. \node{start\_nodes} are the nodes without predecessors, while
\node{end\_nodes} are the nodes without successors in the call
graph. We add a node "start" (i.e., a fake function with
the name "start") to the call graph with a zero vector as its
representation. Next, we add edges from the node "start"
to \node{start\_nodes}. The reason is that there may exist some
functions (besides the "main" function) which are not called
by any other functions. Notably, the function without any
caller can also be split into an independent program, but in
our study, we treat the functions in a program generated by
Csmith in a uniform way for simplifying the processing of
the program. The work list (\node{work\_list}) is initialized with
\node{end\_nodes}. Thus, from line 12 to 25, we propagate the
vectors of callees to callers until \node{work\_list} is empty. In line
13, the current node (\node{cur\_node}) is randomly picked up from
\node{work\_list}. In line 14, the predecessor nodes (\node{pre\_nodes})
of (\node{cur\_node}) are selected. Thus, for each node in
\node{pre\_nodes}, we propagate the vectors of its successors to it from line 15
to 24. The constraint is verified in line 18. If all nodes in
\node{suc\_nodes} of a node have been visited, we average the sum
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of its vector and those of its successors (line 19 and 20). Then this average value is assigned to the node as its final vector representation in line 22.

In Fig. 5, when the recursive calls are deleted, "func4", "func5", "func6", and "func7" are the nodes with final vector representations. Thus, we can propagate these vectors back to "func1", "func2", and "func3" according to their calling relationships. After obtaining the final vector representations of "func1", "func2", and "func3", the vector representations of "func2" and "func3" can be propagated back to function "main". However, we cannot propagate the vector representations of "func1" and "main" back to "start", since the vector representation of "main" is not the final result. Lastly, the vector representation of "start" is treated as the vector representation of the whole program.

### 3.4 Selection Scheme

With the vector representations of optimization sequences and testing programs, we present a selection scheme in this subsection to select representative optimization sequences and testing programs.

Given a set of instances (i.e., optimization sequences and testing programs), we aim to select a small set of instances with better diversity, since the space of instances is huge and duplicate bugs may be triggered by the instances with high similarities. Algorithm 3 presents the proposed selection scheme. The central idea is to select instances one by one such that the total distances among the selected instances are maximized. First, \( M \) instances will be generated by a random generator (for the generation of initial optimization sequences and testing programs, see Section 4.2). We then cluster these \( M \) instances into groups. After that, the central instances of each group are selected as the initialization of the set of selected instances \( \text{selected\_insts} \), which leads at least one instance in each group to be selected. This is because the distribution of instances may be unbalanced, which causes that some instances with special features that can trigger bugs may be lost. In this paper, we use the X-means algorithm [37] to cluster the target instances, since it can automatically determine the best number of groups. Next, from line 7 to 18, we select the best candidate instance in each iteration until \( k \) required instances are selected.

Specifically, the selection procedure is a "centroid" based scheme. Suppose the solar system is a set of instances, the task is to select some instances around the center "Sun". For a candidate instance, we first calculate the distance \( \text{dist2center} \) from this instance to the center, such that the instances with different orbits can be distinguished like the "Earth" and "Mars". In addition, the minimum distance \( \text{min\_dist2sel} \) from the candidate instance to the selected instances is calculated for avoiding similar instances in the same or similar orbits. For example, if the instances "Earth" and "Mars" are selected, the instance "Moon" cannot be selected since it is very close to "Earth". Therefore, to balance the effect of these two distances, we leverage the product of these two distances as the score of a candidate instance. The larger the score a candidate instance has, the better it will be. In this study, we utilize the Euclidean distance function \( \text{dist}(u, v) \) to calculate the distance between two instances.

Suppose \( u = (u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_n) \) and \( v = (v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n) \) are two candidate instances represented by \( n \) dimensional vectors, \( \text{dist}(u, v) = \sqrt{(u_1 - v_1)^2 + \ldots + (u_n - v_n)^2} \). In Algorithm 3, for a candidate instance that has not been selected, we firstly calculate the distance from it to the centroid in line 11; then the minimum distance from it to the selected instances is calculated in line 12, the score of the current instance is calculated via the product of these two distances in line 13. In lines 10 to 16, the current best instance with the maximum score is selected. This process repeats until \( k \) instances are selected.

### 4 Evaluation

In this study, we conduct experiments on LLVM to evaluate the effectiveness of CTOS. Specifically, our evaluation aims at answering the following two Research Questions (RQs).

- **RQ1:** Can the proposed selection scheme help to detect bugs?

  This RQ investigates whether the proposed selection scheme for selecting representative optimization sequences and testing programs is helpful for detecting compiler bugs of LLVM. Besides the proposed selection scheme, we also consider two alternative methods for acquiring optimization
sequences and four alternative methods for selecting testing programs (see details in Section 4.3). Thus, we conduct an experiment for comparing the results of CTOS under three kinds of optimization sequences and five kinds of testing programs.

- **RQ2**: How is the bug-finding capability of CTOS in practice?

  In this RQ, we investigate the capability of CTOS for detecting LLVM bugs caused by optimization sequences in practice. Specifically, we evaluate CTOS from three aspects, namely, the number of reported bugs, the type of bugs, and the number of buggy optimizations.

### 4.1 Implementations

We implemented CTOS with approximately 2,000 lines of Python code⁵. In our study, the used Doc2Vec [29] model is implemented in Gensim [38], which is a widely used Python library for the representation of natural language. For the vector representation of optimization sequences, we set \( \text{vector\_size} = 100 \), \( \text{window} = 3 \), \( \text{alpha} = 0.05 \), and \( \text{epochs} = 20 \) to train the Doc2Vec model. All the parameters of Doc2Vec are set according to the documents of Gensim and the suggestions by [39]. Algorithms 1 and Algorithm 2 for the vector representation of a given program are implemented based on NetworkX [40]. First, a C program is transformed into its IR using Clang without any optimization. Then the optimizer \( \text{Opt} \) of LLVM takes in this IR to generate the corresponding region graph and the call graph. Similarly, we employ Doc2Vec to obtain the vector representation of instruction sequences on each edge of a region graph, and the parameters of Doc2Vec are the same as those in the representation of optimization sequences except that \( \text{window} = 5 \).

Note that in this study, we train two Doc2Vec models in each iteration to obtain the vector representations of optimization sequences and testing programs, respectively. A typical Doc2Vec model usually requires a large number of training data to solve the out-of-vocabulary problem which may be time-consuming. Since the space of optimization sequences is extremely huge, the out-of-vocabulary problem may also negatively affect the representation of optimization sequences (or testing programs). To alleviate this problem, in each iteration of testing, we train local Doc2Vec models specialized to learn the knowledge of current optimization sequences and testing programs. That is, we train two new Doc2Vec models using the new randomly generated optimization sequences and testing programs. After training, we obtain the vector representations of the optimization sequences and testing programs (For vector representations of testing programs, we still need the aggregations shown in Algorithms 1 and Algorithm 2). These vectors are then taken as the inputs of the selection algorithm to select representative optimization sequences and testing programs. By this setting, CTOS can efficiently learn the representation of optimization sequences and testing programs and be less influenced by the out-of-vocabulary problem.

For the selection scheme presented in Section 3.4, the used clustering algorithm X-means is implemented in PyClustering [41], which is a data mining library that provides a wide range of clustering algorithms. The parameters of X-means are set to the default values. In Algorithm 3, the total numbers of initial optimization sequences and testing programs (i.e., \( M \)) are 300,000 and 100,000, respectively, they reach the limitation of memory of our system on processing optimization sequences and testing programs. The numbers of optimization sequences and testing programs (i.e., \( k \)) that should be selected by Algorithm 3 are 3,000 and 1,000, respectively. This is because given the testing period (i.e., two weeks for one testing process on LLVM in practice), we can test about 3,000 optimization sequences and 1,000 testing programs. Besides, we set a single testing period to two weeks, because we hope to timely update and test the latest development version of LLVM.

### 4.2 Testing Setup

**Hardware.** Our evaluation is conducted on an x86_64 computer running Ubuntu 18.04 Linux with an Intel® Core™ i7-7700 CPU @ 3.60GHZ x 8 processor and 16GB of memory.

**Compilers.** In our study, we only conduct our experiments on LLVM. The reason is that, as to our knowledge, only LLVM currently can allow developers to adjust the orders of optimizations. For GCC, another mature and widely used compiler in both industry and academia, the orders of optimizations are fixed⁶. Although any order of optimizations can be passed as command-line arguments to GCC, the orders of these optimizations cannot affect the behavior of GCC. The same case also occurs for CompCert that is a verified and high-assurance compiler for the C language⁷. The fixed order of optimizations is beneficial for the rapid implementation and safety of compilers. However, there is no doubt that the fixed order of optimizations limits the capabilities of compilers to optimize programs for different requirements. In contrast, as a compiler providing support for arbitrary orders of optimizations, LLVM has been widely used to implement many compilers and tools. Our study aims to improve the reliability of optimizations with arbitrary orders for LLVM, which helps to guarantee the correctness of different LLVM-based compilers and tools.

**Optimizations.** In our study, C programs are used as the inputs of LLVM. Thus we mainly focus on testing the machine independent optimizations of LLVM that are useful for the C programming language. We currently do not consider the optimizations for object-oriented programming languages (e.g., C++ and Objective-C), profile guided optimizations, and results visualization of optimizations. Finally, 114 optimizations are selected⁸. In LLVM, each optimization may depend on certain other optimizations as the preconditions. LLVM provides a mechanism to manage the dependencies, i.e., PassManager⁹. Thus, we do not need to manually manage the dependencies of optimizations.

For generating the initial optimization sequences, we assign an index to each optimization. The length of an optimization sequence is extremely huge, the out-of-vocabulary problem may be time-consuming. Since the space of optimization sequences is extensively huge, the out-of-vocabulary problem may also negatively affect the representation of optimization sequences (or testing programs). To alleviate this problem, in each iteration of testing, we train local Doc2Vec models specialized to learn the knowledge of current optimization sequences and testing programs. Thus, we train two new Doc2Vec models using the new randomly generated optimization sequences and testing programs. After training, we obtain the vector representations of the optimization sequences and testing programs (For vector representations of testing programs, we still need the aggregations shown in Algorithms 1 and Algorithm 2). These vectors are then taken as the inputs of the selection algorithm to select representative optimization sequences and testing programs. By this setting, CTOS can efficiently learn the representation of optimization sequences and testing programs and be less influenced by the out-of-vocabulary problem.

---

5. All the source code of CTOS will be publicly available after the publication.


optimization sequence is randomly selected in the range from 50 to 200. This is because there are 84 unique transformation optimizations in the -O3 optimization level of the current released LLVM 7.0.1 (the optimizations in -O3 optimization level may be different in different versions of LLVM). The range from 50 to 200 could guarantee that the generated optimization sequences have different lengths. Then we leverage a uniform random number generator to randomly generate the indexes of optimizations until the length of the current optimization sequence is reached. Next, the index sequence is translated into the corresponding optimization sequence. In addition, the parameters of optimizations are set to the default values.

**Testing Programs.** We use Csmith [13], a widely used program generator that supports most features of the C programming language to generate initial testing programs. To detect compiler bugs caused by optimization sequences, the testing program needs to be valid, free to undefined behaviors, diverse, and executable. However, other program generators (e.g., CCG [42], Yarpgen [43], Orion [9]) can not meet our requirements. For example, CCG can not generate runnable testing programs, and the maintenance of CCG has stopped for a long time. Yarpgen is a generator to produce correct runnable C/C++ programs, but it only supports a few C/C++ features. Orion is a mutation-based tool to generate new programs for seed programs by deleting the dead code in the seed programs. For the mutation-based tools (e.g., Orion), the diversity of the programs generated by these tools is limited by the seed programs. In addition, some grammar-based program generators (e.g., Grammarnator [44]) can also be utilized to generate testing programs, but the generated programs always are invalid and contain undefined behaviors. Thus, we employ Csmith to generate testing programs in this paper. The minimum size of the generated programs is set to 80KB as suggested in [13]. Other parameters of Csmith are set to the default values.

In addition, we leverage LLVM warnings and Frama-C to detect undefined behaviors of the generated programs, since the undefined behavior may cause invalid compiler bugs.

**Test Case Reduction.** Similar to other related studies (e.g., [9], [13], [17]), all test cases that trigger compiler bugs should be reduced before we report them to the developers, such that the developers can quickly locate the real reasons of the bugs and fix them. Test case reduction includes two parts in our study, namely, optimization sequence reduction and testing program reduction. For the reduction of optimization sequences, we remove each optimization in the optimization sequence one by one. If the bug still occurs, which indicates that this optimization has no impact on the bug, we delete it from the optimization sequence; otherwise, the removed optimization will be put back into the original position. This process continues until no optimization can be deleted. Additionally, similar to the related work [9], [13], [17], we also use Creduce [45], a widely used tool for reducing C, C++, or OpenCL programs, to reduce the testing programs that have triggered bugs. LLVM warnings and Frama-C are used to detect undefined behaviors during the reduction process to ensure that the resultant program is valid.

Note that, we first reduce the optimization sequences. This is because the reduction of testing programs always takes more time than the reduction of optimization sequences. The developers of LLVM think that "the passes are mostly designed to operate independently, so if we see an assert/crash, then we can always blame the last pass in the sequence. And if the test ends with the same assertion and backtrace in the last pass in the sequence, then we can assume that it is a duplicate." (see LLVM Bug#40927 [46]) Thus, if the last optimizations of the reduced sequences are identical (for the crash bug, the failed assertion or backtrace also should be identical), the corresponding bugs are treated as a duplicate. Therefore, reducing optimization sequences firstly can save the total time to reduce test cases.

**Duplicate Bug Identification.** In our study, we also adopt the above strategy to filter out duplicate bugs. We treat the last optimization in a reduced optimization sequence as a buggy optimization. Thus, if the last optimizations in the two reduced optimization sequences of two bugs are the same, these two bugs are treated as a duplicate. Besides, for crash bugs, to improve the accuracy of duplicate bugs identification, we further use the failed assertion or backtrace to determine duplicate crash bugs. That is, when two crash bugs have the same failed assertion or backtrace, we treat them as duplicate crash bugs. The reason for adopting this strategy rather than just distinct optimization sequences to identify duplicate bugs is because many duplicate bugs can be triggered even though the reduced optimization sequences are distinct. This is also the strategy applied by the LLVM developers, as can be seen in LLVM Bug#40926 [47], #40927 [46], #40928 [48], #40929 [49], and #40933 [50], which are marked as duplicates of LLVM Bug#40925 [51]. Although the optimization sequences of these bugs are distinct, they are marked as duplicates because the root causes of these bugs are introduced in the same last optimization in the sequences. Through this strategy, we may avoid reporting too many duplicate bugs to developers.

**Bug Types.** In our study, we mainly find the following five types of compiler bugs caused by optimization sequences of LLVM.

1. **Crash.** The optimizer Opt of LLVM crashes when optimizing the IR of a program.
2. **Invalid IR.** In LLVM, each optimization takes in the valid IR of a program as input, and its outputs also should be a valid IR. However, invalid IR may be generated by some optimizations due to the interaction among optimizations. In our evaluation, we tune on the option "-verify-each" of the optimizer Opt to verify whether the output IR is valid after every optimization. If the IR is invalid after an optimization, the optimizer Opt will be stopped and will output some error messages.
3. **Wrong code.** The optimized IR produced by the optimizer Opt may contain different semantics to the original program, which makes the corresponding executable produce wrong outputs, or occur segmentation faults or floating point exceptions.
4. **Performance.** When the out-of-memory of the optimizer Opt occurs, we treat it as performance bugs. It could slow the compilation of programs. In the worst
case, the computer system may be jammed due to the performance bug. Generally, we set the maximum size of the memory of an optimizer process to 4GB, since it is sufficient to optimize a testing program using 4GB memory in most cases. Thus if the maximum memory of the optimizer Optl is greater than 4GB, the optimizer will be stopped like a crash bug. We also try not to limit the size of the memory, but it has the same results as the 4GB limitation.

5) Code generator bug. The code generator in the backend is used to generate the assembly code of a program from the corresponding IR. However, the IR of a program optimized by some optimizations may trigger some bugs in the code generator. Currently, we only find one bug for this type, it makes the code generator not emit a machine instruction and stops the code generator.

4.3 Answer to RQ1

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed selection scheme, we design an experiment for comparing the results of CTOS with three kinds of optimization sequences and five kinds of testing programs. The experiment is conducted on the recently released version of LLVM 7.0.1, such that we can verify the detected bugs using the latest development version of LLVM. For a detected bug, if it does not exist in the latest development version of LLVM, we then think it has been fixed; otherwise, we report it to the developers of LLVM to further identify whether it is a valid bug.

Specifically, there are three kinds of optimization sequences. Besides the optimization sequences selected by the proposed selection scheme (SS) in CTOS, we adopt a random strategy and a combinatorial testing technique [52] to generate optimization sequences. For randomly generating optimization sequences (RS), an index is assigned to each optimization, and then a uniform random number generator is utilized to randomly generate the indexes of optimizations until the length (that is randomly selected in the range from 50 to 200) of the current optimization sequence is reached. Next, we translate the index sequence into the corresponding optimization sequence. This random strategy is identical to the strategy described in Section 4.2.

The minimum and maximum lengths of RS are the same as those of SS, and the number of SS and RS is identical (i.e., 3,000). In addition, we utilize the combinatorial testing techniques implemented in ACTS [53] to generate optimization sequences. ACTS is a widely used test generation tool for constructing t-way combinatorial test sets to detect failures triggered by interactions of parameters in the software [52]. However, we can only generate 2-way combinatorial optimization sequences 2W since there are too many optimizations in our study. We set the length of the optimization sequences generated by ACTS to 200 for simplicity, and then ACTS generates 34,473 2-way combinatorial optimization sequences.

In addition, besides the testing programs selected by the proposed selection scheme (SP) in CTOS, four alternative methods are used to select testing programs. Similar to other studies (e.g., [13]), we also use Csmith with the default configuration to randomly generate testing programs (RP).

Additionally, the swarm testing technique [54] is utilized to guide Csmith to generate diverse testing programs by randomizing test configurations. As in the study [55], we also consider two versions of swarm testing: an original version of swarm testing [54] that randomly sets the value of each configuration option to be 0 or 100, and a variant of swarm testing that randomly sets the value of each configuration option to be a floating-point number ranging from 0 to 100 [55]. Thus, we obtain two kinds of testing programs by swarm testing, namely the testing programs generated by the original swarm testing (RPS) and the testing programs generated by the variant of swarm testing (RPSv).

Moreover, apart from the proposed vector representation of testing programs, the static features of programs presented in [20] are used to select testing programs with the proposed selection scheme (SPS). The static features of programs include language features, operation features, and structure features (see [20] for details). The optimization sequences and testing programs used in RQ1 are summarized in Table 1. Therefore, besides CTOS that takes in SP and SS as inputs in this study, we obtain 14 variants of CTOS, namely, (1) CTOS(RP+RS), (2) CTOS(RP+SS), (3) CTOS(RP+2W), (4) CTOS(RPS+RS), (5) CTOS(RPS+SS), (6) CTOS(RPS+2W), (7) CTOS(RPSv+RS), (8) CTOS(RPSv+SS), (9) CTOS(RPSv+2W), (10) CTOS(SP+RS), (11) CTOS(SP+2W), (12) CTOS(SPS+RS), (13) CTOS(SPS+SS), (14) CTOS(SPS+2W).

For CTOS and its 14 variants, we run each 10 times and the timeout is 90 hours in each time as the setting in [19]. Therefore, it takes nearly 50 days to run these experiments. Notably, the 10 runs of CTOS and its 14 variants are independent, i.e., the optimization sequences and testing programs are different in each time except the 2-way combinatorial optimization sequences, which are identical in each variant of CTOS since the optimization sequences generated by ACTS are constant. In addition, the testing programs and optimization sequences for CTOS and its 14 variants are prepared before we carry out the experiments. The initial number of testing programs for each experiment is 1,000, because we cannot know how many testing programs can be tested before the experiments. It is rapid to generate RS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimization sequences and testing programs for RQ1.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPSv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and RP. While the time for generating RPS and RPSv needs about 3 hours, since some random values of configuration options may cause Csmith to take more time to generate a testing program\textsuperscript{12}. Generating SS, SP, and SPS takes 3 to 6 hours in our system, respectively. Hence, compared to the testing period, the time for preparing optimization sequences and testing programs is relatively short. The most time-consuming part is to generate 2W, which takes about 10 hours in our system. But we only need to generate 2W once, all the experiments use the same 2W.

In RQ1, we do not include the time spent on generating testing programs and optimization sequences into the testing period for two reasons. On the one hand, we adopt this evaluation strategy due to the limitation of computational resources. Our experiments are conducted on a computer with 16GB of memory. Although we have tried our best to optimize our programs to select representative testing programs from the initial set of 100,000 testing programs in our experiments, the selection process can consume 4-8GB of memory. Besides, we need to run 150 experiments (CTOS and its 14 variants, 10 runs for each experiment) in RQ1, which makes us run many experiments simultaneously so that we can finish all experiments in nearly 50 days. For each experiment, the testing process will consume about 100M-4GB of memory. Thus, if we integrate the selection of testing programs into the testing process, the testing efficiency may be dramatically decreased due to the possible memory swapping. However, under our current experiment setting, we may only use a small fraction of the initial 1,000 testing programs to test different optimization sequences. This may be a threat of validity for our experiments, which will be discussed in Section 6. On the other hand, regarding the baselines using the combinatorial testing technique, it generates the same set of optimization sequences (i.e., 2W) each time (taking about 10 hours). The experiment reuses 2W for each run of different baselines. Thus, it may bring unfair comparisons between the baselines with 2W and without 2W, when the optimization sequence generation time is included.

Table 2 presents the experiment results of CTOS and its 14 variants. The second column is the average total number of testing programs, and the following 5 columns are the average number of unique bugs for each type. Actually, many duplicate bugs can be found by CTOS and its 14 variants. We filter out these duplicate bugs using the strategy described in Section 4.2. Next, the eighth column is the average total number of unique bugs for CTOS and its 14 variants. From Table 2, the numbers of testing programs for CTOS(RP + 2W), CTOS(SP + 2W), and CTOS( SPS + 2W) are smaller than those of CTOS and other variants, since the number of 2-way combinatorial optimization sequences is about 11 times larger than those of other type optimization sequences. In addition, the six variants with RPS and RPSv test a small number of testing programs compared to CTOS and other variants. For example, for the variants with RS, CTOS(RPS + RS) and CTOS(RPSv + RS) only test 28.8 and 61.4 testing programs on average, respectively. However, the numbers of testing programs of CTOS(RP + RS), CTOS(SP + RS), and CTOS( SPS + RS) are 113.3, 122.4, and 117.8, respectively. The reason is that testing programs generated by swarm testing may contain some complicated structures, which cause a long time to optimize them and execute the corresponding executables. Generally, the majority of time for the whole testing process is utilized to optimize testing programs and execute the corresponding executables. This time is decided by both of the corresponding program and optimization sequence. Given a testing program, if it is complicated (e.g., including many nest loops), the time for optimizing and executing it could be longer than a simple testing program. Besides, different optimization sequences can also affect the time for optimizing and executing the same testing program. In Table 2, the number of testing programs of CTOS is larger than CTOS(RP + SS) since there are two experiments that CTOS tests more than 120 testing programs. Nevertheless, this result cannot suggest that CTOS can always test more testing programs than its variants, because the numbers of testing programs of the variants (e.g., CTOS(RP + SS)) in some experiments are larger than CTOS.

It is obvious from Table 2 that CTOS significantly outperforms its 14 variants in terms of the bug-finding capability.

\textsuperscript{12} \url{https://github.com/csmith-project/csmith/blob/master/doc/probabilities.txt}
CTOS can find 13.1 unique bugs on average, while the average total number of unique bugs for the best variant CTOS(SPS+SS) is only 10.5. The ninth column shows the improvement of CTOS over the baselines (i.e., the 14 variants of CTOS) in terms of the average total number of unique bugs, i.e., $imp = (CTOS - baseline)/baseline * 100\%$. From the ninth column of Table 2, we can see that CTOS can find more unique bugs than the baselines by up to 24.76% to 50.57%. Specifically, CTOS can detect more crash bugs and wrong code bugs. It finds 7.4 crash bugs and 3.5 wrong code bugs on average. In addition, we could observe from Table 2 that CTOS and its variants with the selected optimization sequences (SS) and testing programs (SP) can find more bugs. On the one hand, CTOS and the variants with SS outperform others when the testing programs are RP, RPS, SP, and SPS, respectively. For example, CTOS(RP+SS) finds 10.3 bugs on average which outperforms CTOS(RP+RS) and CTOS(RP+2W). The only exception is RPSv, which makes CTOS(RPSv+2W) detect more bugs than CTOS(RPSv+SS). On the other hand, SP also leads CTOS, CTOS(SP+RS), and CTOS(SP+2W) to detect more bugs than others except CTOS(RPSv+2W). For instance, CTOS(SP+RS) finds 10.1 bugs, while there are only 9.8 and 9.0 bugs for CTOS(RP+RS) and CTOS(SPS+RS), respectively. The reason is that the optimization sequences and testing programs selected by the proposed selection scheme may have better diversity.

From Table 2, almost all experiments can find the only one unique performance bug$^{13}$. This performance bug is caused by the optimization “-newgen”. However, CTOS and the 14 variants with RP, SP, and SPS fail to detect the code generator bug in this experiment. Only some variants with RPS and RPSv detect one code generator bug$^{14}$ that has been fixed. This is because testing programs generated by the swarm testing may cover a larger portion of input space than the other approaches due to the random mechanism of swarm testing for constructing test configurations. Although the proposed selection scheme aims to select diverse testing programs, in fact it may be limited by Csmith with the default configuration within the given testing period. Hence, the proposed selection scheme may miss some corner cases, which means that there is still room to further improving the selection scheme.

Additionally, most bugs found by CTOS and its variants are the crash bugs. However, the difference between the number of crash bugs for CTOS and each variant is not very large. The reason is that there are some bugs which are relatively easy to be triggered by some optimization sequences. For example, LLVM Bug#39626$^{15}$ can be easily triggered by the optimization sequences that contain the subsequence “-*early-cse-memssa.*-early-cse-memssa.*”.

Figure 6 is the boxplot of the total bugs found during the 10 runs of CTOS and its 14 variants. In this boxplot, CTOS significantly outperforms the variants. The columns “Min. total bugs” and “Max. total bugs” in Table 2 show the minimal and maximal numbers of the total bugs in the 10 runs of CTOS and each variant, respectively. From Table 2 and Fig. 6, we can see that the minimal and maximal numbers of the total bugs of CTOS are 11 and 15 respectively, which are clearly larger than those of the variants. Although in some cases the number of total bugs found by CTOS is lower than the variants, the median of CTOS illustrates that the bug-finding capability of CTOS is better than the baselines in most cases. In addition, we conduct the Mann-Whitney U-test with a level of significance 0.05 on the total bugs between CTOS and the variants according to the suggestions by Arcuri and Briand [56]. The P-value ($p \leq .001$) in Table 2 shows that CTOS performs significantly better than the variants. Furthermore, we also calculate the effect size of the differences between CTOS and the baselines using the Vargha and Delaney's $A_{12}$ statistics$^{16}$. If CTOS and the baselines are equivalent, then $A_{12} = 0.5$; if the effect of CTOS is small compared to the baselines, then $A_{12} < 0.5$; otherwise, $A_{12} > 0.5$. From Table 2, we can see that all the effect sizes are greater than 0.9, which indicates that CTOS has a higher probability to obtain better results than the baselines. Particularly, the values of the effect size for CTOS(RPS+RS) and CTOS(SPS+RS) are 1.000. This means that the total bugs found during the 10 runs of CTOS are completely larger than those of CTOS(RPS+RS) and CTOS(SPS+RS).

Answer to RQ1: The experimental results demonstrate that CTOS significantly outperforms the baselines by detecting 24.76% ~ 50.57% more bugs on average, which reveals the advantage of the proposed selection scheme for selecting representative optimization sequences and testing programs.

4.4 Answer to RQ2

To evaluate the bug-finding capability of CTOS in practice, we conduct an experiment over seven months from January 2019 to July 2019. In this experiment, we mainly test the latest development version of LLVM, since the developers of LLVM fix bugs primarily in the latest development version.

rather than in stable versions [17], [57]. The time of one testing process is about two weeks since CTOS can test 1,000 testing programs and 3,000 optimization sequences in this period on our system. Notably, we gradually exclude some optimization subsequences that easily cause duplicate bugs for improving the test efficiency until the corresponding bugs are fixed. These optimization subsequences are the most frequent pairs of optimizations in the reduced optimization sequences that triggered a mass of duplicate bugs. Table 3 shows 8 regular expressions of subsequences that have been excluded. The first four subsequences trigger many duplicate crash bugs, while the latter four are used to avoid duplicate wrong code bugs. All the detected bugs have been fed back to the LLVM bug repository. In the seven months, we have reported in total 104 valid bugs within 5 types, of which 21 have been confirmed or fixed. Table 4 summarizes the testing results [17].

From Table 4, we can observe that the most reported bugs are crash bugs and wrong code bugs. We have detected 57 crash bugs, which are mainly caused by assertion failures and segmentation faults. For these crash bugs, 16 of them have been confirmed or fixed. However, 8 of these crash bugs are duplicate, which are caused by the constant hoisting optimization. Although the optimization sequences that trigger these 8 bugs are different, the backtrace information of these bugs is identical. Thus developers treat them as duplicate bugs [46]. We also adopt this strategy to filter out duplicate crash bugs. In addition, 24 valid wrong code bugs have been reported, one of them is confirmed. Compared to crash bugs, the number of confirmed or fixed wrong code bugs is very small. The reason is that the root causes of wrong code bugs are hard to be isolated [58]. For crash bugs, developers can leverage the backtrace information to analyze the root causes of the bugs, while only limited information (e.g., intermediate results of compilers) could be used to help developers logically understand the root cause of a wrong code bug.

Apart from crash bugs and wrong code bugs, we also reported 13 invalid IR bugs, 9 performance bugs, and 1 code generator bug. For these bugs, 2 invalid IR bugs, 1 performance bugs, and 1 code generator bug have been confirmed or fixed. Especially, the code generator bug that prevents the code generator from emitting physreg copy instruction [18] is fixed only after one day since it is critical for LLVM to generate the correct assembly code. The invalid IR bugs are also important for LLVM as they may reveal the design flaws of the optimizations. For example, LLVM bug#41723 [19] found by CTOS shows that the “-scalarizer” optimization may produce the invalid IR that cannot be processed by other optimizations, since it cannot correctly process the unreachable blocks.

From Table 4, only 21 of the reported bugs are confirmed or fixed. To investigate this phenomenon, we collect 1,323 unique bugs related to scalar optimizations (most optimizations in LLVM belong to this component) from the LLVM bug repository [20] from October 2003 to Jun 2019. In these bugs, 828 bugs have been confirmed or fixed, and 495 bugs are still kept as “NEW”. For the 828 confirmed or fixed bugs, although 428 bugs are confirmed or fixed in one month, the developers take more than 15 months to confirm or fix the most residual bugs. The average number of months for confirming or fixing these bugs is 5.6. In addition, 495 bugs with “NEW” status have already existed for a long time, an average of 14.1 months. This indicates that the overall speed to confirm or fix LLVM bugs is relatively slow, not just for our reported bugs. One possible reason is that it is hard and time-consuming to analyze and find the root causes of compiler bugs [58]. Especially, for a bug caused by an optimization sequence, the root causes of this bug may lie in any optimization of this sequence. In addition, the study by Sun et al [19] also finds that the bug-fixing rate of LLVM is lower than GCC. The authors explain that this is due to the limited human resources since some LLVM developers in Apple are pulled into other projects like Swift [19]. Furthermore, we also talk with three developers of an international company that has a team to develop compilers using LLVM. We ask these three developers what are the difficulties to fix an LLVM bug during their development. All these three developers say that it is difficult to analyze and find the root causes of compiler bugs, especially for the wrong code bugs.

Table 5 presents the buggy optimizations of the 104 reported bugs arranged in the alphabetical order. These buggy optimizations are the last ones in the reduced optimization sequences, since the optimizations of LLVM are mostly designed to operate independently and the developers always blame the last optimizations in the reduced sequences [46]. 47 unique optimizations have been reported to be faulty. Specifically, there are 15 buggy loop related optimizations.

17. The details of these bugs can be found on the website, https://github.com/CTOS-results/LLVM-Bugs-by-Optimization-sequences.
(in bold fonts), such as loop-rotate, loop-unroll and loop-vectorize. From Table 5, we can see that the loop related optimizations are more bug-prone than other optimizations. This result indicates that the design of loop optimizations may exist some flaws and should be further enhanced by the developers.

Figure 7 shows the statistics of the top 5 most used optimizations in the reduced optimization sequences for the 104 reported bugs. From Fig. 7(f), the optimizations jump-threading, gvn, licom, loop-rotate, and instcombine are the 5 most used optimizations in all reduced optimization sequences. In particular, jump-threading appears 44 times in all reduced optimization sequences for the 104 reported bugs. This optimization is used to turn conditional into unconditional branches that can greatly improve performance. This result indicates that the design flaws of optimizations may be more important for a program in an embedded system, while the speed of a scientific program may be sensitive on a high-performance supercomputer. Nevertheless, these techniques may be invalid due to the potential bugs in the selected optimization sequences. On the other hand, compiler developers of a new program language (e.g., Rust, Swift) based on LLVM need to design better optimization sequences as the default optimization levels (e.g., O1, O2, and O3 in LLVM) to meet the features in the new program language. In this case, if there are bugs in the optimization sequences, compiler developers could be frustrated, thus badly slowing down the development. Hence, it is critical to guarantee the correctness of optimization sequences.

### Buggy subsequences exclusion

In the testing process, we exclude some optimization subsequences listed in Table 3 that can easily trigger duplicate bugs. However, the excluded subsequences do not always trigger duplicate bugs. For example, LLVM bug #39626 can be easily triggered by the optimization sequences with first subsequence in Table 3. Especially, the optimizer Opt must be crashed when any program is optimized using ",-early-cse-memssa -early-cse-memssa", while the subsequence ,"early-cse-memssa -gen -early-cse-memssa" cannot trigger this bug. Even so, we think this exclusion strategy contributes to improving the testing efficiency. Firstly, the excluded subsequences are manually summarized from many duplicate bugs, which indicates that the optimization sequences that contain these subsequences may trigger duplicate bugs with high probability. This helps us to test more optimization sequences and reduce the time to analyze duplicate bugs. Secondly, when the corresponding bugs have been fixed, we will remove the limitation of these subsequences, such that the deep bugs caused by these subsequences could be detected. In the future, automation techniques may be developed to make the summarization of subsequences more precise and filter out duplicate bugs to improve the testing efficiency.

### Buggy optimization isolation challenge

In our study, we treat the last optimization in a reduced optimization sequence as a buggy optimization. However, this strategy is not absolutely true, since the real reason for a bug may lie...
in any optimization of the reduced optimization sequence. This indicates that the results in Table 5 may not be accurate. For example, an assertion fails in LLVM bug#42264\(^{23}\) when the optimizer \(\text{Opt}\) optimizes a program using “-early-cse-memssa -die -gvn-hoist”. We then treat “-gvn-hoist” as the buggy optimization. Nevertheless, the developers show that the root cause is introduced by “-die” since it does not correctly preserve the information generated by “-MemorySSA” (an analysis method in LLVM\(^{24}\)). Hence, we may underestimate the effectiveness of CTOS in the experiments since some bugs may be wrongly labeled as duplicates. However, we must make a tradeoff to avoid reporting too many duplicate bugs to developers. In practice, it may not be acceptable for developers to receive hundreds of reported bugs in a few days, where the majority of the bugs are duplicates. This situation is currently difficult to be alleviated. Firstly, to the best of our knowledge, there does not exist a perfect method to locate the real reasons for a compiler bug. In our work, we manually validate the reduced optimization sequences to guarantee that the bugs cannot be reproduced when omitting the last optimization of the sequences. Secondly, the developers of LLVM also utilize the same strategy to roughly determine whether the bugs caused by optimization sequences are duplicate. The optimizations in LLVM are mostly designed to operate independently, the developers always blame the last optimization in a reduced optimization sequence [46]. Thus, we believe that the results of Table 5 are reasonable. In the future, we plan to introduce advanced fault localization techniques [58], [59], [60], [61] to address this challenge.

**Limitation of the selection scheme.** The experimental results show that CTOS is effective to detect LLVM bugs caused by optimization sequences. However, the selection scheme in CTOS may be limited. In our study, the selection scheme is based on the hypothesis that the effects of two testing programs (or optimization sequences) for testing LLVM are similar if they are close to each other. Therefore, for a set of testing programs (or optimization sequences), our goal is to select representative testing programs (or optimization sequences) such that the total distances among them are maximized. Nevertheless, the selection scheme may miss some corner test cases, as it is difficult to know which testing program (or optimization sequence) can trigger a bug before execution. Besides, we currently use Csmith with the default configuration to generate the initial testing programs, which may limit the diversities of the generated testing programs and affect the effectiveness of the proposed selection scheme. In future work, we will consider more advanced techniques (e.g., combine the selection scheme with coverage information) to select representative testing programs and optimization sequences to include more corner cases.

6 **Threats to validity**

**Threats to Internal Validity.** The threats to internal validity mainly lie in the implementations of CTOS. As mentioned in Section 3, the vector representations of the optimization sequences and testing programs rely on the Doc2Vec technique. Hence, the testing efficiency may be impacted by
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\(^{23}\) https://bugs.llvm.org/show_bug.cgi?id=42264.

\(^{24}\) https://www.llvm.org/docs/MemorySSA.html.
the implementation of Doc2Vec. To reduce this threat, we adopt the widely used tool Gensim [38] that has an efficient implementation of Doc2Vec. In addition, the parameters of Doc2Vec are currently set according to the documents of Gensim and the suggestions by [39]. For the parameters of Algorithm 3, we set the values of these two parameters according to the hardware limitation of our system. We do not investigate the impact of these parameters for CTOS in this paper, due to the heavy time cost to fine-tune the parameters of CTOS. There are in total 6 parameters, i.e., 4 parameters for Doc2Vec and 2 parameters for Algorithm 3. Assuming that each parameter has 10 candidate values, we will get $10^6$ parameter combinations. The large number of parameter combinations can lead to a long time to investigate the impact of the parameters for CTOS, even the testing period is only 90 hours (as set in RQ1) for evaluating one parameter combination. Despite this, the experimental results illustrate that CTOS can achieve good results under the parameter settings in our paper.

Besides, in our experiments for RQ1, the time to obtain testing programs and optimization sequences is not included in the testing period, which may cause unfair comparisons between CTOS and the baselines. For example, compared with a random strategy (i.e., RS and RP), COTS spends 3-6 more hours in generating testing programs and optimization sequences. However, we do not expect this can dramatically affect the experiment results in Table 2, because the time to obtain testing programs and optimization sequences (3-6 hours) is much smaller than the testing period (i.e., 90 hours). To investigate its potential impact on the results of CTOS, we analyze the number of bugs detected by CTOS in the first 80 hours. That is, we exclude 10 hours from the testing period which are assumed to be used for CTOS to obtain testing programs and optimization sequences. As presented in the supplemental material 25, CTOS can find the majority of bugs (11.7% on average) in the first 80 hours; it outperforms all the baselines which run in 90 hours. For example, CTOS(RP+RS) detects 9.8% bugs on average in 90 hours, which is 19.39% fewer than the number of bugs detected by CTOS in the first 80 hours. Thus, we believe that CTOS outperforms the baselines even when the time to obtain testing programs and optimization sequences is considered.

**Threats to External Validity.** The threats to external validity mainly lie in duplicate bugs and testing programs. Firstly, many duplicate bugs are triggered in the testing process though we have leveraged the selection scheme to obtain the representative optimization sequences and testing programs. To alleviate this threat, we summarize the subsequences (listed in Table 3) that could easily trigger duplicate bugs and remove the optimization sequences that contain these subsequences in the next testing process until the corresponding bugs are fixed. In addition, we utilize the duplicate bug identification strategy described in Section 4.2 to identify duplicate bugs. However, this strategy may be not precise, which may influence the effectiveness of CTOS. This is because the root causes for a bug can be introduced by any optimization in the reduced optimization sequence.

Since our strategy is also adopted by LLVM developers to identify duplicate bugs caused by optimizations in practice, this strategy can still significantly reduce the negative influence of duplicate bugs on the experiments. In the future, we will consider to apply advanced software fault localization techniques to improve the strategy for identifying duplicate bugs in our study.

Secondly, we utilize Csmith to generate the testing programs in this study. However, Csmith has been widely used to test LLVM for a long time, which makes LLVM, to a certain extent, resistant to it. In the future, the advanced techniques (e.g., the test-program generation approach via history-guided configuration diversification [62]) may be employed to further improve the diversity of testing programs.

**7 RELATED WORK**

**7.1 Compiler Testing**

Compiler testing is currently the most important technique to guarantee the quality of compilers. In the literature, the techniques of compiler testing fall into three categories, namely, Randomized Differential Testing (RDT), Different Optimization Levels (DOL), and Equivalence Modulo Inputs (EMI) [9], [15], [16], [17], [18]. For a given testing program, RDT detects compiler bugs by comparing the outputs of some compilers with the same specification. DOL is a variant of RDT, and compares the outputs produced by the same compiler with different optimization levels to determine whether a compiler has bugs. Most of the techniques [12], [13], [14] belonging to RDT and DOL use randomly generated testing programs to test a compiler. Zhao et al. [12] develop a tool, called JTT, that automatically generates testing programs to validate the EC++ embedded compiler. In particular, Csmith [13] as the most successful random C program generator has been widely used to test C compilers. Lidbury et al. [14] develop CLsmith based on Csmith to generate programs for testing the OpenCL compilers.

Different from RDT and DOL, EMI compares the outputs produced by equivalent variants of a seed program to detect compiler bugs. If an output is different from others, the compiler then contains a bug [9]. There are three instantiations of EMI, namely, Orion [9], Athena [15], and Hermes [17]. Orion tries to randomly prune unexecuted statements to generate variant programs [9], while Athena can delete code from or insert code into code regions that are not executed under the inputs [15]. In contrast to Orion and Athena, Hermes [17] can generate variant programs via mutation performed on both live and dead code regions. An empirical study conducted by Chen et al. [19] compares the strength of RDT, DOL, and EMI, and reveals that DOL is more effective in detecting compiler bugs related to optimizations.

To accelerate compiler testing, a method [63] based on machine learning is proposed to predict the bug-revealing probabilities of testing programs, such that the testing programs with large bug-revealing probabilities can be executed as early as possible. Recently, Chen [20] et al. present a more efficient technique to predict test coverage statically for compilers, and then leverage the predicted coverage information to prioritize testing programs.

---

Our work is similar to DOL. However, unlike the traditional DOL which only considers the default optimization levels with fixed orders of optimizations, CTOS tests LLVM with arbitrary optimization sequences.

7.2 Compiler Phase-Ordering Problem

The compiler phase-ordering problem aims to improve the performance of target programs by selecting good optimization sequences [7], [8], [64]. Currently, two methodologies have been proposed to resolve the compiler phase-ordering problem. The approaches in the first category tackle the compiler phase-ordering problem as an optimization problem and then evolutionary algorithms are used to resolve it. For example, Kulkarni et al. [65], [66] develop a method based on genetic algorithms for quickly searching effective optimization sequences. Purini et al. [4] propose a downsampling technique to reduce the infinitely large optimization sequence space. OpenTuner [2] uses the ensembles of search techniques to find optimal optimizations for a program.

The approaches in the second category tackle the compiler phase-ordering problem based on machine learning [1], [3], [6]. Most recent methods based on machine learning for compiler auto-tuning have been introduced by the survey [64]. Milepost [1] is a machine-learning based compiler that automatically adapts the internal optimization heuristic to improve the performance. Kulkarni and Cavazos [3] propose a method based on the Markov process to mitigate the compiler phase-ordering problem. Ashouri et al. [6] leverage the optimization subsequences and machine learning to build a predictive model. Huang et al. [67] present AutoPhase, a deep reinforcement learning method to tackle the compiler phase-ordering problem for multiple high-level synthesis programs.

However, there is no guarantee that the programs optimized by different optimization sequences are correct. No systematic work has been conducted to detect compiler bugs caused by optimization sequences. We present CTOS to mitigate this problem to further improve the reliability of optimization sequences.

8 Conclusion

In this study, we presented CTOS, a method based on differential testing, for catching compiler bugs caused by optimization sequences of LLVM. Rather than only testing compilers with predefined optimization sequences like the state-of-the-art methods, our technique validates compilers with arbitrary optimization sequences, which significantly increases the test efficiency for detecting bugs. Our evaluation demonstrates that CTOS significantly outperforms the baselines by detecting 24.76% $\sim$ 50.57% more bugs on average. Within only seven months, we have reported 104 valid bugs within 5 types, of which 21 have been confirmed or fixed. 47 unique optimizations are identified to be faulty and 15 of them are loop related optimizations.

For future work, we will keep actively testing LLVM with CTOS, and report the detected bugs. Furthermore, we plan to design more efficient compiler fuzzing techniques with coverage information of LLVM to further improve the reliability of compiler optimizations.
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